
WHITE 
PEARLS

W E  P R O U D LY  P R E S E N T :



White Pearls

Be surprised about the extraordinary beauty 

and the exceptional vase life of White Pearls. 

This unique variety grows multiple flowers on 

each peduncle which results in full crown of 

flowers. Harvested with the bottom flowers 

opened each stem of White Pearls has a high 

ornamental value immediately after purchase!

Perfect 
for bridal 

work 

“ Extraordinary 
     beauty and  
     exceptional 

           vase life.”



The unique shape of White Pearls 
makes it the perfect flower for exclusive 
flower designs!

Up to 30 flowers per stem!
Tip: Use White Pearls in single stem 
arrangements for on the table
Outstanding leaf quality
Nice to know: White Pearls does 
not drop their flowers



Visit our website

Discover our full range high quality 

Alstroemeria's on our website. Do you 

have a question about White Pearls or 

about the other varieties we grow? 

Please feel free to contact us.

www.hoogenboomalstroemeria.nl

Address: Molenweg 6 

2376 BG Nieuwe Wetering

Info@hoogenboomalstroemeria.nl

  www.facebook.com/

hoogenboomalstroemeria

Grown with 
heart and soul



DYNAMITE 
W E  P R O U D LY  P R E S E N T:



Dynamite

Dynamite’s warm red colour, combined with its 

yellow heart, makes this variety perfectly suited 

for atmospheric arrangements and bouquets. 

Harvested with the bottom flowers opened a 

nice presentation and intensity of colours is 

guaranteed. During the long vase life of at least 

2 weeks even the higher placed buds will open 

up to become deep red flowers.

“  A nice 
 presentation  
 and intensity  
 of colours.”



Unique stacked flower shape
Up to 20 flowers per stem!
Very strong stems
Tip: Combine Dynamite in an 
arrangement with natural materials

Perfect to use in 
warm interiors



Visit our website

Discover our full range high quality 

Alstroemeria's on our website. Do you 

have a question about Dynamite or 

about the other varieties we grow? 

Please feel free to contact us.

www.hoogenboomalstroemeria.nl

Address: Molenweg 6 

2376 BG Nieuwe Wetering

Info@hoogenboomalstroemeria.nl

  www.facebook.com/

hoogenboomalstroemeria

Grown with 
heart and soul


